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Setting the scene: traditional vs. activist investors

Invest in public
companies where they
think change is needed

Activist

Traditional

Invest in companies
whose strategy they
believe in and do not
seek change (“passive”)
Typically highly
supportive of
management and
direction of the company
Although traditionally
content with the status
quo, increased
willingness in listening
to and supporting
activists’ ideas

Desire to disrupt the
status quo / current path
Their investors pay
them to be an “agent for
change” or “catalyst”
Think they can set the
company on a perceived
better path
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Setting the scene: some of the key U.S. players

Activists

AUM

Elliott Management
(Paul Singer)

$56.0b

Icahn Associates
(Carl Icahn)

$34.2b

Southeastern
(Mason Hawkins)

$19.5b

Third Point (Daniel
Loeb)

$19.4b

ValueAct
(Jeffrey Ubben)

$17.6b

Pershing Square
(Bill Ackman)

$13.8b

Trian
(Nelson Peltz)

$12.5b

Jana Partners
(Barry Rosenstein)

$8.5b

Starboard

$6.3b

2013

2014
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Setting the scene: the activist’s typical “playbook”

Acquire stake in
public company

Apply private and
public pressure on
the board









Where possible, use derivatives
and block trades to conceal trading
activity and allow for significant
increases in ownership positions
Accumulate positions in between
reporting periods so as to further
mask trading activity
Use structures to avoid antitrust
(e.g. HSR) reporting thresholds






Request meetings with directors
Indirect banker-to-banker (or other
intermediary) approach
Send private/public letters
Apply pressure through the media,
investor communications and
“white papers” – attempt to
generate third-party interest
Become aggressive with
management on analyst calls
Demand list of shareholders and
threaten “vote no” campaign and
proxy contest

More formal,
aggressive action
using shareholder
rights







Launch a “vote no” campaign
against company’s director
nominees or proposals
Make a shareholder proposal
Launch dissident slate proxy
contest
Call an informal “shareholder
referendum”
Call a special meeting
Force a settlement

Goal ► strategic review, M&A, capital structure, management change
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UK public mood and regulatory focus in favour of
greater shareholder engagement
Influence of US activists in the UK and Europe

Financial crisis /
EU Shareholder Rights
Directive

Stewardship
Code

 Requirements for remuneration
reporting by UK listed companies
expanded from October 2013
 In addition to advisory vote on
remuneration, binding vote on policy
every three years

EU Shareholder Rights
Directive II

Shareholder
'say on pay'

Kay Review /
Shareholder Spring
 Aimed at investors in UK listed companies
 Public list of asset managers etc who
have committed to comply – tiering of
signatories from July 2016

2007

 Following Kay Review, Collective
Engagement Working Group
recommended establishment of
forum
 Launched in July 2014

Changes to
Governance
Code

Launch of
Investor
Forum
FRC project on
‘corporate culture’

 Amended in light of Kay Review
 If significant vote against resolution,
UK listed company required to
announce actions intends to take to
understand reasons behind vote

2014

2013
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Focus and spectrum of activist campaigns in the UK

Balance Sheet

Corporate Governance
Seek
Corporate
Governance
Changes

Changes
to the board

Directors’
remuneration

• Hibu Shareholders’
Group / Hibu plc

• Sir Stelios HajiIoannou / easyJet

• M&G Recovery Fund
/ Gulf Keystone
Petroleum Limited

• Various shareholders
in WM Morrsion , WPP,
HSBC, ARM and
AngloAmerican

Share/
buyback
dividends

Force
divestitures

Major Strategic Transactions

Monetise
other assets

• Atticus Capital and the
Children’s Investment
Fund / Deutsch Borse /
London Stock Exchange

• Atticus Capital and the
Children’s Investment
Fund / Deutsch Borse /
London Stock Exchange

• Sir Stelios Haji-Ioannou /
easyJet

• Sandell Asset
Management Corp /
FirstGroup plc

• Piedmont / Mitchells & Butler
• Elliot Advisors / National Express
• Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan / Vodafone
• Hibu Shareholders’ Group / Hibu plc
• Laxey Partners Limited / Rangers International Football Club plc
• Hawkwood Capital / Bglobal plc
• Mark Molyneux / Travelzest plc

Frustrate/
Complicate
M&A

Strategic
Direction

Seek
Corporate
Governance
Changes

• Kraft / Cadbury
• Piedmont / Mitchells & Butler
• Elliot Advisors / National
Express
• Marcato / Intercontinental
Hotels Group plc

• Atticus Capital and the
Children’s Investment Fund
/ Deutsch Borse / London
Stock Exchange

• G4S / ISSL

• Sandell Asset Management
Corp / FirstGroup plc

• Standard Life / Essar
Energy

• Elliot Management / WM
Morrison

• Elliot Management /
Dialog and Atmel

• Elliot Management / F&C
Asset Management

• M&G Recovery Fund / Gulf Keystone Petroleum Limited
• Nathaniel Rothschild / Bumi plc

• Kraft / Cadbury

• Hanover Investors / Regenersis

• Sir Stelios Haji-Ioannou / easyJet

• Sherborne Investors / F&C Asset Management plc

• Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan / Vodafone

• Sherborne Investors / Electra Private Equity

• Sandell Asset Management Corp / FirstGroup
plc

• Pope Asset Management / Tethys Petroleum
• SpringOwl Asset Management / Cumberland Associates / Bwin.party
Digital Entertainment

• Hawkwood Capital / Bglobal plc

• Crystal Amber / Leaf Clean Energy

• Marcato / Intercontinental Hotels Group plc

• Laxey Partners / 3i Group plc
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Legal and regulatory tools available to an investor …

Ability to requisition
meetings and propose
resolutions

Ability to remove
directors and vote on
remuneration policy

Legal and
regulatory tools
for investors
Right to audit vote
and to request
information about
shareholders

Ability to bring claims
against directors
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… but hurdles to jump

Disclosure
under DTR 5
Disclosure
under
Takeover Code

Board balance

Legal and
regulatory hurdles
for investors
Controlling
shareholder
regime

MAR and
insider trading
rules
Concert party
regime
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Comparing the US and UK environment

Litigation less prevalent in the
UK – Litigation is a real threat in
the US, whereas litigation in the
UK is generally limited to unfair
prejudice claims and derivative
actions

Factors that assist
activism in the UK

Factors that hinder
activism in the UK

Stricter regulatory
requirements in the UK –
Disclosure of interests in shares
and rules on insider dealing

Lower levels of M&A and IPO
activity in the UK – Less scope
for deal activism
Cultural differences – UK
institutions are more reluctant to
side publicly against
management
Proxy advisers less influential
in the UK – ISS and Glass
Lewis remain more powerful in
the US, activists need to appeal
to a broader shareholder base
directly
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Availability of statutory
shareholder rights in the UK –
Shareholder rights allow
activists in the UK with low, short
term ownership interests to
compel companies to convene
general meetings and propose
resolutions
Absence of poison pills in the
UK – Companies in the UK
cannot use poison pills
Binding vote on remuneration
policies in the UK – Say on pay
provides additional tool to exert
pressure on boards
Corporate governance
encouraging shareholder
engagement with companies –
UK Corporate Governance Code
and Stewardship Code aim to
enhance quality of engagement
between companies and
investors

Engaging with investors

Preparation
Key role for the company secretary
Know advisory team
Know corporate procedure
Identify vunerabilities in strategy and
record
Develop IR message
Monitor shareholder base and
engage with new investors
Keep board updated
Practice run

Pro-active engagement
Helpful to solicit views of investors
Regular IR meetings
Beware selective disclosure
Treat shareholders equally
Consider assistance of third parties
(Investor Forum)
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Defensive response
Build the record
Avoid public comment
Tactics: engage vs. fight
Consider views and support of other
investors
Reach a settlement

Questions?

If you have any further questions or wish to discuss the topics covered in greater
detail, please contact:
Will Pearce, Davis Polk
+44 20 7418 1448 / +44 7785 254976
will.pearce@davispolk.com

Susan Sternglass Noble, Investor Forum
+44 20 7611 2218 / +44 7976 016889
susan.s.noble@investorforum.org.uk
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